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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change</th>
<th>FY13</th>
<th>FY12</th>
<th>Excluding FX</th>
<th>Including FX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ millions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>$432</td>
<td>$447</td>
<td>-3%</td>
<td>-3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Months</td>
<td>$842</td>
<td>$877</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>-4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPS:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-12%</td>
<td>-14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Months</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>-20%</td>
<td>-21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADJUSTED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>$428</td>
<td>$442</td>
<td>-3%</td>
<td>-3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Months</td>
<td>$834</td>
<td>$867</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>-4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPS**:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>-6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Months</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-13%</td>
<td>-14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Wiley’s travel publishing program, which includes the Frommer’s brand, was sold to Google in August 2012. For comparison purposes, adjusted revenue excludes travel publishing-related revenue of $4 million and $8 million in the second quarter and first six months of fiscal year 2013, and $5 million and $10 million in the second quarter and first six months of fiscal year 2012, respectively.

**Adjusted EPS for the quarter excludes a gain on the sale of the travel publishing program ($0.10 per share) and asset impairment charges ($0.16 per share) related to the Company’s remaining consumer publishing program. Adjusted EPS for the six months excludes all of the above and the first quarter FY13 restructuring charge worth $0.06 per share and a $0.14 per share UK deferred income tax benefit reported in the first six months of both fiscal years.

John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (NYSE: JWA and JWB), a global provider of content and knowledge-based services in areas of scientific, technical, medical, and scholarly research (STMS); professional development (PD); and global education (GEd) today announced results for the second quarter of fiscal year 2013:

U.S. GAAP:

- **Revenue** fell 3% due to difficult market conditions for higher education textbooks, softness in global bookstore channels, and continued tight library budgets in STMS.
- **Revenue change by segment:** STMS -0.5%, PD -8%, and GEd -6%.
- **U.S. GAAP earnings per share (EPS)** fell 14% to $0.71.

Adjusted:

- **Adjusted revenue change by segment, excluding FX and travel publishing revenue:** STMS +0.5%, PD -7%, and GEd -6%.
- **Adjusted EPS** fell 4% to $0.77 per share excluding FX. Adjusted EPS excludes asset impairment charges of $0.16 per share related to consumer publishing assets subject to divestment other than travel, and a $0.10 per share gain on the sale of the travel publishing program. Earnings performance is due to top-line results and higher interest expense partially offset by lower operating and administrative costs.
• **Shared services and administrative costs** were down 3% vs. prior year. Distribution costs were down 7% due to lower print book sales and the move to digital delivery; technology was flat due to prudent expense control; and other administration fell 6% primarily due to lower incentive accruals.

**Hurricane Sandy**

The impact of Hurricane Sandy forced the closure of Wiley's Hoboken headquarters from Monday, October 29 to Friday, November 2. Internal systems were maintained during that time, allowing colleagues to work remotely or out of the Company's Somerset, NJ office. The Hoboken office reopened on Monday, November 5. None of the customer-facing digital platforms or services were disrupted. The Company's distribution facilities located in NJ were temporarily impacted during this time affecting the last two days of the quarter. Wiley estimates that approximately $4 million in total revenue was delayed and will be recovered in the third quarter.

**Consumer Publishing Divestment**

In August, Wiley sold its consumer travel publishing program, including the Frommer's brand, to Google for $22 million. In November, Wiley announced the sale of its culinary, CliffsNotes, and Webster's New World Dictionary consumer publishing programs to the Boston-based global learning company, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HMH), for $11 million. These sales follow Wiley's announcement in March 2012 that Wiley would explore opportunities to sell a number of consumer print and digital publishing assets that no longer align with the Company's long term strategy. The Company will either sell or discontinue operations in its remaining consumer publishing programs, which include pets, crafts, nautical and general interest. Fiscal Year 2012 revenue for the consumer publishing assets sold or to be sold, including travel, was approximately $78 million.

**Second Quarter Impairment Charge**

Wiley recorded an asset impairment charge of approximately $16 million, or $10 million after-tax ($0.16 per share), related to the divestment and pending sale or discontinuation of the remaining consumer publishing programs. The charge includes a write-down of the assets sold to HMH and the write-down of assets to realizable value of the remaining consumer publishing programs.

**Deltak Acquisition**

On October 25, 2012, Wiley bought Deltak.edu (“Deltak”), a privately held provider of online learning services for higher education. Deltak extends Wiley's Global Education business into a high-growth segment of the market and brings additional expertise to the organization in such areas as curriculum design, student recruitment services, and next generation technology solutions. Wiley will leverage its publishing assets, student and instructor workflow applications, institutional relationships, and market expertise to add a competitive advantage to Deltak's current offerings and to develop new products and services for the higher education market. The acquisition provides Wiley with an opportunity to expand its online learning services to universities worldwide and create opportunities for Deltak's partners to increase their reach to the global markets Wiley serves. Under the terms of the agreement, Wiley paid $220 million in cash, funded by the company's revolving bank loan facility, to acquire this high growth company. For the fiscal year ended September 2012, Deltak's revenue was $54 million, representing growth of 23% over the prior Deltak fiscal year. Based in Chicago and founded in 1997, Deltak works in close partnership with leading colleges and universities to develop and support fully online degree and certificate programs. It provides technology platforms and services including market research to validate program demand, instructional design, marketing, and student recruitment and retention services to leading national and regional colleges and universities throughout the United States. For the remainder of the fiscal year, Deltak is expected to contribute approximately $36 million of revenue and be slightly dilutive to earnings per share.

**Efficient Learning Systems (ELS) Acquisition**

In November, Wiley acquired Efficient Learning Systems (ELS), Inc, an e-learning system provider in areas like professional finance and accounting, for $24 million. The acquisition strengthens Wiley's existing leadership position in the growing global CPA exam preparation market by accelerating the migration to higher growth and higher margin digital course delivery. The expertise in ELS accelerates e-learning strategies by providing capabilities that can be scaled to other accounting and financial certifications, furthering Wiley's growth strategy to focus on content and workflow solutions to support professional career development. Annual revenue is approximately $7 million and growing rapidly. ELS' flagship product, CPAexcel, comprises online self-study, videos, mobile apps, and sophisticated planning tools and has helped over 65,000 professionals prepare for the CPA exam. The service will be delivered directly to professionals around the world seeking to earn credentials. For the remainder of Wiley's fiscal year, ELS is expected to contribute $3 million of revenue and be slightly dilutive to earnings per share.

**Management Commentary**

“Outs results this quarter and through the first half of the year have been disappointing,” said Steve Smith, President and CEO of Wiley. “The higher education textbook market has been much weaker than expected, a result of lower for-profit enrollments and shifting consumer behavior. However, we are excited about the Deltak acquisition and its attractive growth prospects as a provider of online programs for traditional universities. Deltak helps Wiley to reposition its Global Education business as we shift our focus to providing high value, customizable and digital content to students. In Professional Development, global retail channels continue to be soft. We have positioned the Company to focus almost exclusively on professionals in select fields, and are encouraged by the actual and expected performance of the recent Inscribe and ELS acquisitions, new digital product launches around certification and training, and a workflow improvement and cost restructuring program we are implementing. In STMS, tight library budgets worldwide continued to weigh on our performance, although the business showed modest growth in the quarter. Other leading STMS indicators remain positive reflecting strong demand for our products and services, including solid growth in articles accessed, funded open access revenue and digital book revenue. Digital book revenue now accounts for 20% of year-to-date STMS book sales. Journal subscription growth for calendar year 2012 is up approximately 2% with growth in journal licenses partially offset by a decline in title-by-title subscriptions. Though it is early in the calendar year 2013 subscription renewal cycle, we expect current market conditions to prevail, though Wiley will benefit from approximately $23 million of additional revenue provided by our recently announced collaboration with the American Geophysical Union.”
Mr. Smith continued: "Hurricane Sandy had a profound impact on some of our New Jersey and New York colleagues this quarter, and our thoughts are with them and all of those severely impacted by the storm. While we were forced to close our corporate headquarters in New Jersey for a week, colleagues were able to utilize remote working arrangements or temporarily relocate to our other New Jersey facility. We were fully operational the following Monday, November 5. Because it happened at the end of our fiscal quarter, about $4 million of revenue were delayed but will be fully recovered in the third quarter."

Outlook
Mr. Smith continued: "Market conditions, particularly in Europe continue to adversely impact financial results. However, by executing on our plans to acquire or develop content-enabled service capabilities in high-growth areas of our existing businesses and by building on our presence in high-growth and emerging markets, we believe we will restore attractive levels of revenue and earnings growth. Trends in some of our markets indicate that changes in end-user behavior resulting from the economic downturn are structural. We are therefore accelerating and expanding our ongoing program to restructure our cost base and to better align it with current and expected market conditions as they impact our traditional print business. This will result in substantial operating expense reductions from a combination of lower cost of procurement related to outside vendor services, cost of sales improvements and direct expense savings globally. We are confident that an increased focus on actions to align our cost base alongside the ongoing program of high-growth investments will improve earnings performance and fund investments planned for transformational technology. While work is well underway on cost savings initiatives, we will discuss in further detail our cost restructuring activities, and the savings expectations they will yield, in March, when we have finalized our operating plan for fiscal year 2014. For the rest of this year we expect the substantial headwinds in our education textbook business to continue, and we expect modest growth in STMS and Professional Development. When combined with acquisitions, divestitures and performance year-to-date, we are now forecasting currency neutral low-single digit revenue growth, including the estimated revenue addition of $39 million from the Deltak and ELS acquisitions and estimated revenue loss of $35 million associated with the divested business."

"We now expect to report full year US GAAP EPS of approximately $2.95 - $3.05, down from prior year. This updated guidance includes all of the following: 1) weaker-than-expected overall operating performance, 2) modest dilution from Deltak and ELS, 3) the net negative impact from the divestiture of the consumer businesses, including: (a) $0.16 per share assets impairment charge, (b) $0.10 gain on travel, and (c) reduced contribution to profit versus our original plan which assumed a full year of ownership, 4) the first quarter $0.06 per share restructuring charge, 5) $0.14 benefit from a reduction in UK tax rates, and 6) forecasted $0.02 of negative foreign exchange. At present we do not have all the information required to quantify the earnings impact of additional restructuring charges not included above that may result from accelerated cost restructuring actions yet to be taken this year."

Foreign Exchange
The weighted average foreign exchange translation rates reflected in Wiley's income statement during fiscal year 2012 were approximately 1.59 Sterling and 1.37 Euro. Unless otherwise noted, amounts referenced in this report are presented excluding the effect of foreign exchange transactions and translations.

Segment Name Change
In the second quarter, Wiley changed the name of its Professional/Trade segment to Professional Development. The change is part of a refinement of the business to focus on content and workflow solutions for professionals in business, finance, accounting, talent management, leadership, technology, behavioral health, engineering/architecture and professional education. The consumer program divestment and Inscape and ELS acquisitions have accelerated that transition.

Board of Directors Update
On September 20, after a vote at the company's Annual Meeting of Shareholders, Wiley Directors announced the following changes in the Board's membership:

- The election of Jesse C. Wiley, a seventh-generation descendant of the company's founder, and Peter Booth Wiley's son. Jesse has been involved in the company's day-to-day operations since 2003. He is currently responsible for digital and new business initiatives within Wiley's Professional Development business under the Jossey-Bass and Pfeiffer imprints. Mr. Wiley has attended all Board and Committee meetings as an observer since March 2011, has a Certificate of Director Education from the National Association of Corporate Directors, and has completed the Stanford Directors' College executive education program at the Stanford University Law School.
- The retirement of Bradford Wiley II, a Board member since 1979 and its Chairman from 1993-2002
- The retirement of Warren J. Baker, a Board member since 1993 and the President Emeritus of California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo.

SCIENTIFIC, TECHNICAL, MEDICAL AND SCHOLARLY (STMS)
- Second quarter revenue rose 0.5% excluding FX.
- Second quarter direct contribution to profit grew 3% excluding FX.
- 5 new society journals were signed in the quarter with combined annual revenue of $2.4 million. None were lost.
- Open access revenue showing solid growth.

STMS revenue for the quarter fell 0.5% to $250 million, or grew 0.5% excluding FX. Growth in journal subscription revenue, the sale of publishing rights and funded access was partially offset by a reduction in journal reprint and advertising revenue. Our calendar year 2012 subscription billings, which are up by 2% year to date, were driven by strong sales in the Asia Pacific region, modest growth in the US, Japan and Northern Europe, and weakness in Southern Europe and parts of the Middle East.

Direct contribution to profit for the quarter rose $109 million reflecting modest revenue growth, cost management and lower accrued incentive compensation partially offset by higher society journal royalty costs. Contribution to profit
including allocated shared service and administrative costs increased 2% to $72.5 million.

Society Partnerships
- 5 new society journals were signed in the quarter with combined annual revenue of $2.4 million
- 14 renewals/extensions were signed with $7 million in combined annual revenue
- No society contracts were lost

New Society Contracts
- Journal of Clinical Pharmacology for the American College of Clinical Pharmacology
- Mining + Geo in cooperation with the DGGT- German Society for Geotechnical Engineering
- Political Science Quarterly for the Academy of Political Science
- World Psychiatry for the World Psychiatric Association
- Geoscience Data Journal for the Royal Meteorological Society, an open access journal

Open Access Survey and Performance
In October, Wiley announced the results of an author survey on open access. Over ten thousand authors from across Wiley's journal portfolio responded to questions about gold open access, where their institution or funding body pays a fee to ensure the article is made open access. The research explored the factors that authors assess when deciding where to publish, and whether to publish gold open access. Among the top factors considered by authors were the relevance and scope of the journal, the journal's impact factor and the international reach of the journal. Of the 10,600 respondents, 30% had published at least one gold open access paper, and 79% stated that open access was more prevalent in their discipline than three years ago. Among authors yet to publish open access, the list of reasons given included a lack of high profile open access journals (48%), lack of funding (44%) and concerns about quality (34%). Authors said they would publish in an open access journal if it had a high impact factor, if it was well regarded and if it had a rigorous peer review process.

Wiley continues to show solid open access revenue growth, doubling its author funded revenue in the second quarter. An open access option is available for individual journal articles to authors in 81% of the journals Wiley publishes.

Nobel Prize Winners
Wiley is proud to announce that eight 2012 Nobel Prize winners have published their work with Wiley. To celebrate the achievements of all Nobel winners, Wiley is making a selection of content from this and past years' winners of Nobel Prizes in all areas free to access until the end of the year. Wiley-published winners include: Sir John B. Gurdon, UK, and Professor Shinya Yamanaka, Japan, awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine; Professor Robert J. Lefkowitz and Professor Brian K. Kobilka, US, awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry; and Professor Serge Haroche, France and Dr. David J. Wineland, USA, awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics. The Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel for 2012 has been awarded jointly to Professors Alvin E. Roth and Lloyd S. Shapley, of the US.

Research4Life
John Wiley and Sons and other Research4Life partners announced that they have agreed to extend their partnership through 2020. Research4Life (www.research4life.org) currently provides over 6,000 institutions in more than 100 developing countries with free or low cost access to peer-reviewed online content from the world's leading scientific, technical and medical publishers. The renewed commitment will ensure that the 18,000 peer reviewed scientific journals, books and databases now available through the public-private Research4Life partnership will continue to reach research communities in low- and middle-income countries.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (PD)
- Second quarter revenue fell 7%, excluding FX.
- Second quarter adjusted direct contribution to profit fell 13%, excluding FX; asset impairment charges of $16 million; and a $10 million gain on the sale of travel publishing operations, both related to the divestment of certain consumer publishing assets.
- Second quarter direct contribution to profit fell 32%, excluding FX.
- Digital revenue in the quarter grew 50% over prior year to $22 million.
- Digital revenue accounted for 22% of total revenue this quarter, vs. 13% in prior year.
- In August, Wiley sold its travel publishing program, including the Frommer's brand, to Google for $22 million.
- In November, Wiley announced the sale of its culinary, CliffsNotes, and Webster's New World Dictionary consumer publishing programs to the Boston-based global learning company, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HMH), for $11 million.
- In November, Wiley acquired Efficient Learning Systems (ELS), Inc, an e-learning system provider in areas like professional finance and accounting, for $24 million.
- Name change to Professional Development signifies strategic focus on professional career development.

Professional Development revenue for the quarter fell 8% to $101 million, or 7% excluding revenue from the recently divested travel program. Results reflected continued softness in global retail channels for the legacy print business, consumer titles which were off approximately 32% for the quarter. In addition, weakness in technology and business print publishing was offset by online assessment revenue, driven by the fiscal year 2012 acquisition of Inscape. Approximately $2 million of revenue was delayed till November due to distribution interruptions caused by Hurricane Sandy.

Adjusted direct contribution to profit for the quarter fell 13% to $26 million primarily due to top-line results partially offset by cost containment and lower accrued incentive costs. Adjusted contribution to profit after the allocation of certain shared service costs declined $3 million to $5 million for the quarter.
Results by Category

- **Business** rose 7% to $38 million, with solid growth from Inscape and the CFA partnership
- **Consumer** fell 32% to $24 million. Wiley recently sold much of its consumer publishing assets to Google and Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.
- **Technology** fell 7% to $20 million
- **Professional Education** fell 12% to $7 million
- **Architecture** fell 13% to $6 million
- **Psychology** was down slightly at $3 million

Acquisitions, Divestments and Alliances

In November, Wiley acquired Efficient Learning Systems (ELS), an e-learning system provider in areas like professional finance and accounting, for $24 million. The acquisition helps Wiley become a leader in the growing global online CPA exam preparation market and will accelerate our e-learning strategies with capabilities that can be scaled to other accounting and financial certifications. Annual revenue is expected to be approximately $7 million.

In August, Wiley sold its travel publishing program, including the Frommer's brand, to Google for $22 million. In November, Wiley announced the sale of its culinary, CliffsNotes, and Webster's New World Dictionary consumer publishing programs to the Boston-based global learning company, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HMH), for $11 million. Wiley first announced a strategic review of its consumer publishing operation in March 2012. Both sales are a result of that review. The Company will seek to sell the remaining consumer publishing programs, which include pets, crafts, nautical and general interest. If a sale is not feasible, Wiley will discontinue publishing in those remaining programs.

The recent acquisitions further highlight the move to focus on content and workflow solutions around professional career development. To that end, Wiley changed the name of the segment from Professional/Trade to Professional Development.

Product Launches

- **Tax Preparer** launched in October 2012. RTRPTestBank.com contains 1000+ multiple choice questions that allow users studying for the Registered Tax Return Preparer exam to create unlimited practice tests and custom quizzes in a format similar to the actual exam. Candidates can purchase subscriptions through the marketing website, PassTheTaxExam.com, which also sells additional products and provides social features.
- **CMA Review (1st of two phases)** launched in October 2012, WileyCMA.com provides Certified Management Accountant exam candidates with review guides, practice software, study tips, and exam resources. In partnership with the IMA, Wiley will now take over the production and sales of CMA review titles. With this first release, we are selling access to the IMA’s Test Bank and additional titles.
- **Pfeiffer Assessment Platform Release** - launched September 9, 2012, this release added the Treasurer Self and Treasurer 360 assessments as well as enhancements to the Administrative functionality, and simplified registration.
- **Sybex Video Training DVDs and Streaming Websites** - released in September and October 2012, these products are available as DVD-ROMs, online streaming products, or as downloadable files. Using hands-on lessons with step-by-step instruction, the high-definition video training products cover the essential features of the top-selling software packages from Autodesk, each featuring up to eight hours of training.

GLOBAL EDUCATION (GED)

- Second quarter revenue fell 6%, excluding FX.
- Second quarter direct contribution to profit fell 12%, excluding FX.
- Excluding FX, non-traditional & digital revenue grew 10% to $30 million, accounting for 37% of revenue vs. 31% in the prior year. Results were due to improved WileyPLUS sales and digital content primarily to institutions. Sales of print textbooks fell 14%.
- October Deltak acquisition positions Wiley as an online educational services provider

Second quarter Global Education revenue fell 6% to $81 million. The decline in revenue was due to enrollment declines, particularly in the for-profit sector, and the impact of rental on the traditional textbook business. Non-traditional and digital revenue, which includes WileyPLUS, eBooks, digital content sold directly to institutions, binder editions and custom publishing, was up 10% to $30 million. WileyPLUS revenue was up 23% to $13 million while traditional textbooks were down 14% to $49 million. Approximately $2 million of revenue was delayed till November due to distribution interruptions caused by Hurricane Sandy.

Direct contribution to profit for the quarter fell 12% to $29 million due to lower revenue and higher composition and royalty costs partially offset by cost containment measures. Contribution to profit after allocated shared service costs declined $5 million to $16 million.

Global Revenue

- **Americas** fell 7% to $62 million
- **EMEA** fell 4% to $7 million
- **Asia-Pacific** fell 5% to $12 million

Deltak

Wiley acquired Deltak during the quarter for $220 million. Deltak, based in Chicago, creates and manages online degree programs for traditional non-profit colleges and universities. This acquisition positions Wiley as an online Educational Services Provider and expands the services and content value chain for how people teach and learn. Through Deltak, Wiley will now
provide a complete solution to help traditional colleges and universities transition their programs into valuable online experiences offering market research, instructional design, marketing, and student recruitment and retention services with the goal of boosting the quality and efficacy of online and hybrid programs. Deltak also provides Wiley with access to high-growth markets and a variety of capabilities and technologies for its expansion into custom online courses and curriculum development. Wiley offers Deltak a stable base for new program investment, the ability to accelerate their growth globally, access to professional consumers and expanded offerings of content and faculty development. Today Deltak supports more than 100 online programs. Deltak reported revenue of $54 million for its most recently completed fiscal year end, September 30, 2012, representing growth of 23% over the prior Deltak fiscal year. For the remainder of Wiley’s fiscal year, Deltak is expected to contribute approximately $36 million of revenue and be slightly dilutive to earnings per share.

**WileyPLUS and Other Digital Initiatives**
Non-traditional print and digital revenue for the quarter increased 10% over prior year, accounting for over 37% of total education revenue. Primary drivers were WileyPLUS (+23%) and digital sales primarily to institutions.

**Note:**
The Company provides cash flow and income measures referred to as adjusted revenue, EPS and free cash flow, which exclude certain items. Management believes the exclusion of such items provides additional information to facilitate the analysis of results. These non-GAAP measures are not intended to replace the financial results reported in accordance with GAAP.

**Conference Call**
The company has scheduled a conference call beginning at 10 a.m. EST today to discuss the results:

- To participate in the conference call, please dial the following number approximately ten minutes prior to the 10 a.m. start time: (888) 264-8931 and enter the participant code 9406413#. International callers, please dial the following number approximately ten minutes prior to the 10 a.m. start time: (913) 312-0720 and enter the participant code 9406413#.
- You may also listen to a live audio webcast of the call by accessing www.wiley.com > Investor Relations > Events and Presentations, or http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-370238.html.
- An archive of the webcast will be available at http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-370238.html for a period of up to 14 days.

**About Wiley**
Wiley is a global provider of content-enabled solutions that improve outcomes in research, education, and professional practice. Our core businesses produce scientific, technical, medical, and scholarly journals, reference works, books, database services, and advertising; professional books, subscription products, certification and training services and online applications; and education content and services including integrated online teaching and learning resources for undergraduate and graduate students and lifelong learners.

Founded in 1807, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (NYSE: JWa, JWb), has been a valued source of information and understanding for more than 200 years, helping people around the world meet their needs and fulfill their aspirations. Wiley and its acquired companies have published the works of more than 450 Nobel laureates in all categories: Literature, Economics, Physiology or Medicine, Physics, Chemistry, and Peace. Wiley’s global headquarters are located in Hoboken, New Jersey, with operations in the U.S., Europe, Asia, Canada, and Australia. The Company’s website can be accessed at http://www.wiley.com.

**Language:**
English